Agents, intelligence, and social atoms
R. Alexander Bentley and Paul Ormerod
‘Rational models are psychologically unrealistic….. the central characteristic of agents is not
that they reason poorly, but that they often act intuitively. And the behavior of these agents is not
guided by what they are able to compute, but by what they happen to see at a given moment’
-- Daniel Kahneman, Nobel economics lecture, 2003

1. Introduction
One of the fastest-rising keywords in the physics literature is “social”. Literally thousands of
papers in physics are devoted to modeling social systems, and indeed regular sections of
leading journals such as Physica A and Physical Review E are devoted to this topic. The
analogy between people and particles has been so consistent that a recent popular review was
appropriately titled The Social Atom (Buchanan 2007).

In the last 15 years, the science of interacting particles has provided significant insights into
modeling collective interactions in social systems, from Internet communities to pedestrian
and vehicular traffic, economic markets and even prehistoric human migrations (e.g.,
Ackland et al. 2007; Barabási 2005; Buchanan 2007; Farkas et al. 2002; Gabaix et al. 2006;
Helbing et al. 2000; Newman et al. 2006).

There is of course a long history of work in the social science which effectively applies
agent-based modelling and which precedes the modern, computer-aided ‘complexity
science’. A good example is Ijiri and Simon (1964). Even earlier, social scientists were
discussing the implications of emergent – which Durkheim (1912) called “effervescent” –
phenomena resulting from human social interactions. Despite this, awareness of recent work
in ‘social physics’ is still low amongst social scientists themselves. There is a growing list of
exceptions to this, such as an increase in the number of complexity science centres, some
enthusiastic reviews (Hanson 2004; Valverde 2004; Borgotti et al. 2009), journals such as
Quality and Quantity and Journal of Artificial Societies and Social Simulation, and a few
outstanding collaborations (Knappet et al. 2008)

Two major insights have arisen from this work, both from classic studies and the more recent,
computer-aided revival. The first is the recognition that human societies are generally open
systems, under constant flux, and not the kind of closed system that leads to equilibrium. The
second is that many of the emergent, often complex, patterns in society need not require complex
behavior on the part of individuals.

As a corollary of the second point, we suggest that the most appropriate “null model” of
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individual behavior in larger societies is in fact what we term the “zero-intelligence” model (e.g.
Farmer et.al. 2005) with its roots in statistical physics, rather than that of the behavioral model
from economics of fully rational agents. In other words, decisions are generally taken in
circumstances in which the assumption that individuals have no knowledge of the situation is a
better approximation to reality than is the assumption that they possess complete information and
have the capacity to process this information to make optimal decisions.

Particles, of course, cannot act with purpose and intent, cannot learn, and hence cannot adapt
their actions on the basis of the outcomes of previous actions by themselves or by other
particles. Social physics is therefore quite radical – it posits that we might usefully see how
far we can get by modelling human agents as if they behaved with ‘zero intelligence’). It is
rather literally a ‘null model’ – assuming as little as possible, in order to identify the most
general characteristics of collective human behavior.

Economics has of course made some attempt to move in this direction, following the
development of the concept of bounded rationality (Akerlof 1970). Individuals may have
incomplete information, and the amount of information may vary amongst individuals. So agents
are taking decisions with only a portion of the information assumed to be available to them under
the assumption of full rationality. However, agents under bounded rationality are still assumed to
make optimal decisions subject to the amount of information which they have. So in general, this
concept is closer to that of full rationality than it is to that of zero intelligence

We expand on these points in the following way. First, we make some remarks on the concept of
non-equilibrium. We then set out a rationale underlying the idea that in general agents behave as
if they had zero, or close to zero, intelligence
We go on in the bulk of the chapter to discuss the various ways in which the zero-intelligence
null model may need to be modified in a social science context, and set out ways in which this
has been done, with particular reference to anthropology.

The modifications may appear extensive at first sight, but in any given context only one or two
will usually be required in order to develop a satisfactory model rather than the full set.
Importantly, these modifications still leave the behavior of agents closer to that of zero
intelligence than that of rationality. Finally, we draw some brief conclusions.

2. Non-equilibrium

In anthropology, assumptions of equilibrium, optimization and rational cost-benefit analysis
by individuals is prominent in optimal foraging theory and human behavioral ecology
(Winterhalder and Smith 2000), Such models often assume that human decisions have an
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optimal value, in the sense of a fitness-enhancing payoff. To fit various case studies, these
payoffs can be adjusted to account for behaviors that are highly culturally-dependent or
individually-variable, as within small-scale societies living in similar environments (e.g.,
Cronk and Gerkey 2007).

Assumptions of optimality and rationality can be certainly be useful when payoffs are
predictable from one event to the next – hunting and gathering in a consistent environment,
for example, or even modern situations where the complexity of choices is low (Winterhalder
and Smith 2000).

Many of these models use differential equations to model “typical” behavior, and often use
the assumption of equilibrium to solve them (e.g. Gintis 2007). Equilibrium models often
assume that something, such as energy or wealth, is conserved in exchange processes. This is
often not the case with human society and economics, which are characterized by open, nonequilibrium systems (Farmer and Geanakoplos 2009).

In modern capitalist economies, for example, “income is most definitely not conserved.”
(Gallegati et al. 2006). For example, the level of income per head in the United States in
2009, even allowing for inflation, is over six times higher than it was in 1909. Wealth and
income both follow highly skewed, non-equilibrium distributions (Pareto 1907), in a vast
range of economies. Even in small pastoralist societies, where livestock are the principal
form of wealth and transactions (Salzman 1999), wealth is not in equilibrium, because it
flows “uphill” rather than “downhill”—that is, the rich-get-richer through competition
(Salzman 1999; Hayden 2001). Even a setback, like major drought, can make the rich richer,
as wealthy pastoralists absorb the livestock of smaller holders who are driven out of the
pastoral economy (Fratkin 1989:46; Hayden 2001). As a result, the distributions of wealth in
pastoralist societies follow right-skewed distributions, some of which are close to Pareto form
(Bentley 2003).

Another aspect of non-equilibrium systems is renewal, that is, a continual flux of entities. In
these open systems, new agents are continually added through birth, inauguration,
immigration, while others are eliminated through death, modification, and extinction. These
agents may be on any human scale, from ideas in the mind to individuals to groups,
corporations and so on.

3.

The zero intelligence agent

In addition to its assumption of equilibrium, the standard economic approach ascribes
considerable intelligence to agents in the decision making process, both in terms of the
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information they gather and the rules they use to process it. Even in models in which agents
have incomplete information (e.g. Akerlof 1970), the decision making rule is still based upon
the principle of maximizing, i.e. taking the optimal decision on the basis of the information
available.

The most important challenge to this approach comes when decisions do not depend not on
omniscient cost-benefit analysis of isolated agents with fixed tastes and preferences, but
when the decision of any given agent depends in part directly on what other actors are doing.
In such situations, which are probably the norm rather than the exception in social settings,
not only do choices involve many options for which costs and benefits would be impossible
to calculate (e.g., what friends to keep, what job to pursue, what game to play, etc.), but the
preferences of agents themselves evolve over time in the light of what others do.

Complex choices can be fundamentally different from simple two-choice scenarios, such that
the problem becomes unpredictable, as has been demonstrated in ecological (Melbourne and
Hastings 2009) and human settings (Salganik et al. 2009). Such scenarios are where zerointelligence models do better at understanding emergent patterns in collective behavior.
However, despite their empirical success (e.g., Ball 2004; Buchanan 2007; Newman et al.
2006: 415-551), they have met with resistance amongst social scientists.

This lack of interest is understandable, given the apparent incongruity between the
anthropological focus on cultural, thinking people—in all of their complexity and variety—
versus the simple particles of physics. Humans report acting with purpose and intent, and we
do not assume that they literally act with zero intelligence, whether as individuals or as part
of collective decision-making groups (e.g. kinship groups, economic firms, governments).
However, the dimension of the problem which often faces human decision makers,
particularly in the modern world, is so large that it is as if agents were operating with
approximately zero intelligence. In addition, the environment in which agents operate
changes frequently, so that it is extremely hard or even impossible for agents to learn
systematically and evolve rules of behavior which are in some sense “optimal”.

An illustration of the limits to human awareness and social calculation is the well known
Prisoner’s Dilemma game, invented by Drescher and Flood in 1950. The optimal strategy or
“Nash equilibrium” for the one period game was discovered very quickly. However, as
documented in detail by Mirowski (2002), Flood recruited distinguished RAND analysts
John Williams and Armen Alchian, a mathematician and economist respectively, to play 100
repetitions of the game. The Nash equilibrium strategy ought to have been played by
completely rational individuals 100 times. It might, of course, have taken a few plays for
these high-powered academics to learn the strategy. But Alchian chose co-operation rather
than the Nash strategy of defection 68 times, and Williams no fewer than 78 times. Their
recorded comments are fascinating in themselves. Williams, the mathematician, began by
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expecting both players to co-operate, whereas Alchian the economist expected defection, but
as the game progressed, co-operation became the dominant choice of both players.

Even now, after almost 60 years of analysis and literally thousands of scientific papers on the
subject, when sufficient uncertainty is introduced into the game, the optimal strategy remains
unknown. Certainly, some strategies do better than most in many circumstances, but no one
has yet discovered the optimal strategy even for a game that is as simple to describe as the
Prisoner’s Dilemma.

The game of chess offers a further illustration of limits to the ability of agents to process
information in an optimal way. Chess has a relatively small number of unequivocal rules and
these rules do not change over any relevant time scale. The agents, the players in this case,
have full information about the rules. And the position in the game is completely transparent
at any point in time, so that a player knows for certain the moves that his or her opponent has
already made. In addition, the player knows all the legitimate moves that his/her opponent
could make when it is his/her turn to play. So each player has a large amount of precise
information about the game.

Yet in most situations in a chess game, there is no known best move. Chess grandmasters
such as Gary Kasparov describe how they use their skill and experience to make what they
consider to be a reasonable move instead of engaging in a futile search for the best possible
move. Computers can now beat the best human chess players, but the fraction of situations in
which they can find the optimal move is tiny, and such optimal solutions are believed even by
the very strongest players to be completely beyond the capacity of humans to solve. The
information is readily available, but the constraint to finding the best moves is the ability to
process it.
The practical limitations on agents’ cognitive abilities were in fact discovered almost at the
outset of the development of game theory. In addition to the experiment with RAND
scientists, Flood carried out a range of practical tests, and indeed shortly afterwards
abandoned game theory altogether because of the disjuncture between how people “ought” to
behave and how they actually do behave (Mirowski 2002).

For example, Flood offered RAND secretaries a choice. One of them was given the option of
either receiving a fixed sum of money ($10, say), or receiving a total of $15 provided that
agreement could be reached with another secretary as to how this money was to be divided
between them. One Nash solution is that the two split the marginal difference. In other words,
they divide the extra $5 between them so that they get $12.50 and $2.50 respectively. In
practice most secretaries appealed not to the new idea of the Nash equilibrium, but to the
concept of fairness: they divided the total amount exactly equally, $7.50 each. The
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development of experimental and behavioral economics in the past 20 years or so effectively
confirms the findings of Flood’s initial work (e.g. Smith 2003).

While some concept of fairness may be as old as humanity itself (Ofek 2001; Hardy 2009) or
even earlier (de Waal 2009), norms of fairness vary among cultures. When the Ultimatum
Game (where one player chooses how much of the money pot to share with a second player)
has been played in cross-cultural settings – ranging from the Hadza hunter-gatherers of
Tanzania to the Machiguenga horticulturalists of the Amazon, to the Lamalera whale hunters
of Indonesia – the amount offered varies substantially from culture to culture (Henrich et al.
2005). Societies that survive by more cooperative endeavours, such as whale hunting,
generally exhibited more generosity in economic games (> 50%) than those based on
individual activities (< 50%), such as gathering (Henrich et al. 2005).

This further confirms that human decisions are social, with very little “intelligence” in the
sense of optimal cost-benefit calculation. There may be a cultural, local logic to these
decision tendencies, but even if they were optimally tailored to each particular environment,
we see the cost-benefit ‘calculator’ in this case as evolutionary selection over many human
generations (O’Brien 1996), rather than on the part of the individual actors (Boone and Smith
1998).

4.

Adding intelligence (a little goes a long way)

Consider the extinction of firms in modern economies, which is currently being made vivid in
the economic crisis of 2008/09. Two key stylised facts have been established about the
extinction patterns of firms. First, the probability of extinction is highest at the start of the
firm’s existence, but soon becomes more or less invariant to the age of the firm. A second
finding—a much more recent one of which most economists are unaware—is that the
relationship between the size and frequency of firm extinctions is closely approximated by a
power law (Cook and Ormerod, 2003 and Di Guilmi et.al. 2004). This statistically selfsimilar relationship is very similar to that which exists in the fossil record for the extinction
of biological species (Solé et al. 1997; Newman 1996; Newman and Eble 1999).

Economic theory has a great deal to say about many aspects of firm behavior, but offers
relatively little on the deaths of firms. Building on previously successful zero-intelligence
models (e.g., Amaral et al. 1998; Stanley et al. 1996), Ormerod and Rosewell (2003)
developed an evolutionary, agent based model of firm evolution and extinction, which,
following other such evolutionary models (e.g., Sneppen et al. 1995), yielded properties that
conform closely to the aforementioned stylised facts.
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The base version of the model was a “zero intelligence” version, in that each model firm was
unable to acquire knowledge about either the true impact of other firms’ strategies on its own
fitness, or the true impact of changes to its own strategies on its fitness. Specifically, N firms
were connected to each other by a matrix of uniformly distributed interconnections Jij  [-1,
1]. The initial connections Jij were drawn at random, and in each step each agent i had one of
its Jji updated, i.e. assigned with a new value chosen at random in the interval [-1,1] . The
N

fitness Fi(t) of each agent was calculated, where Fi (t )   J ji (t ) . If Fi(t) < 0 then the agent
j 1

was deemed extinct. An extinction event of size M is defined as a period in which M agents
become extinct.

Despite the fact that agents are acting in a purely random way, the model was nevertheless
capable of generating the two stylised facts on firm extinctions: high extinction probability
initially and overall power law distribution of extinction event sizes.

The effect of providing even a small amount of intelligence to the agents was dramatic. Starting
with the ‘zero-intelligence’ base, Ormerod and Rosewell then assigned the model firms different
amounts of knowledge about the effects of strategy. Even a small amount of knowledge produced
a sharp increase in the mean firm age at extinction, which was a departure from the real-world
data. As both the amount of knowledge available and the number of knowledgeable firms were
increased, the extinction patterns of firms departed dramatically from the real-world evidence.
Strikingly, as the behavior of firms in the model approached the level of rationality of economic
theory, the extinction patterns became completely different from the empirical evidence.
Needless to say, this implies that the standard assumption of economic theory that firms act in a
rational way – whether full or bounded rationality is wholly incompatible with the empirical
evidence on patterns of firm extinction

5.

Adding copying

Ormerod and Rosewell’s (2003) study indicates that (a) economic agents have very limited
capacities to acquire knowledge about the true impact of their strategies; and (b) if those
capabilities were enhanced among firms generally, the effect would be significant even for
small increases in knowledge. This suggests that one of the key parameters of a complex
interactive system is the degree to which agents are acting upon objective information versus
simply responding to neighbouring agents or even just copying them.

This question has wide relevance, well beyond the case study of economic firms (e.g.
Suroweicki 2004). It is well known, in situations from responding to an emergency to
preparing for climate change, that when conditions change rapidly, people do not readily “re7

calculate” an optimal response, but rather they often persist in traditional behavior, doing as
others do and/or as they are socially expected to do. In fact, in situations where information is
incomplete and/or time to decide is short, copying the behavior of others can be seen as costbeneficial decision in itself:

Once some cultural transmission capacities exist, natural selection favors improved learning
efficiencies, such as abilities to identify and preferentially copy models who are likely to
possess better-than-average information... Copiers thus evolve to provide all sorts of benefits
(i.e., “deference”) to targeted models in order to induce preferred models to grant greater
access and cooperation. (Henrich and Gil-White 2001: 167)

As Henerich and Gil-White (2001: note 2) point out, these benefits are self-serving, in that
“as a species' reliance on true imitation increases, the relative benefit from improved copying
abilities increases. But, if a species only rarely uses its imitative abilities ... the benefits of
improved imitation may not exceed the costs.”

Assessing independence of behavior from aggregate statistics is a challenge. The paradox is
that that the behavior of the majority could arise because that behavior is optimal, and every
individual has made the same decision independently, or it could be a rather arbitrary
behavior that has spread through the population through copying.

Perhaps the best way to approach this is to assume a continuum: in some cases people make
decisions fairly independently, based on the inherent qualities of the choice, whereas in
others they are prone to be highly socially influenced. In fact, this distinction can become the
subject of empirical testing, rather than an assumption we must put a priori into a model.

The following classic behavioral spread model (cf. Rogers 1964; Henrich 2001) models the
probability of each individual adopting a certain new idea/behavior, at time t as:

p(t) = (µ + qF(t))(1-F(t)),

(1)

where the parameters q and µ represent the degree of imitation and individual selection,
respectively. Hence by setting the parameters q and µ, this model can represent two
evolutionary modes of behavior spread: pure social influence versus purposeful selection.

These different models predict identifiably different patterns in the adoption and subsequent
abandonment of ideas or products within a population. The pure social influence (high q, low
µ) produces a symmetric pattern through time: that which is adopted rapidly in the population
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does not accumulate, and consequently declines rapidly from peak frequency, whereas that
which is slower to move to its peak accumulates more, and declines more slowly (Henrich
2001; Berger and Le Mens 2009; Bentley and Ormerod 2009). Deliberate behavioral
selection (high µ, low q), in contrast, produces an asymmetric pattern, whereby the decline
from the peak is considerably slower than is the rise to the peak, and vice versa (Bentley and
Ormerod 2009).

A modern example is searches on Google of the phrase ‘swine flu’ in late April/early May
2009 (Bentley and Ormerod 2009). We can ask the question, was the interest in ‘swine flu’
generated from independent selection – perhaps people genuinely individually scared by the
media hype – or was it purely the socially-mediated spread of an idea, no different that any
other flash news item?

Model (1) above can be used to characterize internet searches for the phrase `swine flu' in a
wide range of countries across the world. We find that the phenomenon was somewhere
between these extremes, with selection µ = 7.4% and imitation q = 46%. This might seem
strongly in favour of social imitation, but the selection parameter was actually much higher
for ‘swine flu’ searches than for more solidly socially-mediated spread, as with baby names
(Hahn and Bentley 2003), where µ = 0.06% might be typical. The selection parameter µ is
powerful and just a small increase can lead to a large boost in the rate of popularity increase.
Hence, overall, we found that genuine concern (selection) for ‘swine flu’ was significant in
the rise of the mass interest around the world, as opposed to simply the social spread of a
panic.

Optimality models would struggle to account for the average degree of social influence in the
collective behavior. Of course, our ‘swine’ flu study, for example, merely characterizes the
parameter values to fit a model to a population, but not the variability in individual for being
interested in ‘swine flu’ among the millions of Googlers. Optimality models are even more
insufficient to explain such variability of human behavior (Nettle 2009), and yet the
heterogeneity of human behavior is so basic that it may actually have evolved to enable
groups to function through specialization and exchange (Ofek 2001; Hardy 2009).

One of the simplest ways to study the effect of this heterogeneity is to start with a zerointelligence model and then apply simple thresholds to individual behaviors. This can add a
rich dimension of realism and complexity to a model. For example, an agent might copy
other agents only if the fraction of those agents with a different opinion exceeds a certain
discrete threshold.

Watts (2002) did this when incorporating the classic psychological results of Solomon Asch
(1955) into a model of information cascades across a network of interconnected agents. The
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agents were varied according to the fraction of neighbours needed to exhibit a behavior
before the agent itself would adopt it. Watts found a rich variety of cascade behavior, based
not only on the mean threshold and network structure, but also on the heterogeneity of
thresholds among the agents. Ormerod and Colbaugh (2006) extended the model into a
dynamic context, in which the topology connecting the agents is not fixed, but evolves over
time as agents seek alliances with the aim of increasing their overall fitness.

In general, social science requires some addition to the assumption of purely random interactions
between agents (the particles of the social physics models). Our brains are wired to be social
(Dunbar and Shultz 2007; Hrdy 2009), which clearly biases the interactions (Henrich and GilWhite 2001). The specific nature of the addition will vary according to the particular
circumstances, and we suggest a classification of such potential additions.

6. Networks: structured copying

Many studies of non-equilibrium social phenomena focus on the origin of long-tail (power-law)
distributions (Newman 2006) as emergent properties. One famous hypothesis for their origin has
been the “scale-free network” (Albert and Barabási 2002; Barabási and Bonabeau 2003), which is
essentially a zero-intelligence model. In what have become seminal studies of the network of
Internet web pages, the number of links to each site was found to be power-law distributed
(Huberman et al. 1998; Albert and Barabási 2002). The title of Buchanan’s (2007) book does not
really capture the explosion of network approaches where the “social atoms” are essentially
linked to each other and to human collective behavior (e.g. Buchanan 2007; Albert and Barabási
2002; Hufnagel et al. 2006; Newman et al. 2006; Solé et al. 2005).

Despite grandiose claims of re-inventing social science (Barabási 2005), these models as
developed in physics often fail to capture essential elements of human behavior. Almost all
models of scale-free network growth are ultimately grounded upon the rule of “preferential
attachment” (Albert and Barabási 2002), in that new connections continually made within the
network are preferentially attached to already well-connected agents.

The Barabási-Albert (1999) model of preferential attachment was hugely influential because
it resulted in a power law (or at least long-tailed) degree distribution (connections per
network node) – a kind of distribution so intriguing to many that the editor of Wired
magazine wrote an entire book, ten years later, about its significance to modern online
economies (Anderson 2006). A variety of preferential attachment models ensued, most in
some way modelling the number of connections an agent adds in time t + 1 as proportional to
the connections it already had at time t. With continual growth in the number of agents, this
leads to a power-law degree distribution (Adamic and Huberman 2000), as many similar
models of culmulative advantage have demonstrated (e.g., Ijiri and Simon 1964; Price 1965;
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West and Deerting 1995; Newman et al. 2006: 335-348). Basically, the larger the variance in
the growth rate, the more that variance contributes multiplicatively to inequality.

At first glance, preferential attachment may seem to have numerous parallels with
anthropology, for example the classic “Big Man” societies of Melanesia (e.g., Sahlins 1963).
As a Big Man’s coalition increased in size, so too did his personal prestige, enabling him to
attract even more supporters (e.g. Sahlins 1963; Henrich and Gil-White 2001).

As an explanation for long-tail phenomena, however, the preferential attachment models are
inherently unsatisfying, because preferential attachment is precisely what we would want to
explain; with it already built into the model, the long-tail, rich-get-richer result is no surprise.
It does not explain wealth inequality, for example, to assume the existence of an interest rate
(e.g., Bouchaud and Mézard 2000; Burda et al. 2002). Some modellers have produced longtailed wealth distributions by imposing the interactions onto a power-law network (e.g.,
Wright 2005), or using a branching “family tree” with inheritance (Coelho et al. 2005), but
effectively this presents the same problem of pre-designing the long-tailed distribution into
the results.

A key problem with preferential attachment models is the constraint on how change occurs
over time: in essential form, growth by proportionate advantage means those with less can
never overtake those with more. In real cultural arenas, the rising and falling of fortunes is
the norm, even where there exists strong positive feedback for success. In the case of cities
ranked by population size, which follow a heavily right-skewed distribution, , Batty (2006)
recently devised "rank clocks" to demonstrate their continual turnover in the rankings, such
that while power law distributions remain stable in form over time, they nonetheless undergo
continual turnover in composition of individual components.

This turnover is part of the essence of an open, non-equilibrium system, but most preferential
attachment network models have difficulty accounting for such turnover. This is due to the
restrictiveness of the network analogy for non-network phenomena compared with the
majority of real-world cases, where the idea and the agent are separable. In preferential
attachment network models with aging (e.g. Dorogovtsev et al. 2002), the probability of the
choice itself (node) diminishes with its age. This is inappropriate for the adoption of ideas,
where an idea does not go extinct because it is old, but because no one uses it anymore. It is
more appropriate to model the limited memory of the choosers, rather than the aging of the
choices. A recent network model (Hajara and Sen 2006) does, in fact, briefly explore limited
memory, but still equates nodes with ideas.

7. Random copying with innovation
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Many of the conceptual problems that arise from social physics approaches, such as
preferential attachment, can be overcome by models based on evolutionary principles, in
which the agents are still operating much closer to the zero intelligence null model than they
are to the model of full rationality.

These are particularly useful in situations where each individual has a very large variety of
options. A system of agents with many options presents a different category of problem not
suited well to either network models or binary decision models. An evolutionary model can
generate a wide range of the right-skew distributions observed in cultural, economic and
social situations from different combinations of its very few parameters (Bentley et al. 2009).

Fashions and popular culture – often behaviors that are not essential to survival -- are often
best considered as “neutral” traits, in that what is chosen has no inherent value relative to
other options (Gillespie 1998; Hahn and Bentley 2003; Lipo et al. 1997; Shennan &
Wilkinson 2001). This has been formalised in a model, akin to the neutral-trait model of
population genetics, for popular culture change (e.g., Koerper & Stickel 1980; Neiman 1995;
Shennan & Wilkinson 2001; Bentley & Shennan 2003). The model simply allows us to ask,
what if everyone simply copied each other, with occasional innovation?

The model assumes that, for example, the decision of whether to choose a pug, a terrier or a
poodle as a pet primarily depends on the relative popularities of the breeds, rather than the
inherent properties of the dogs themselves (size, temperament, etc.). As with Watts’ (2002)
threshold model, there is therefore no inherent “fitness” assigned to any of the choices,
because actions depend entirely on what others are doing. The difference is that the network
is never static – since any agent can copy any other, the “network” of who copied whom
changes at every time step of the model.

Derived from evolutionary theory – designed specifically to understand change through time
– random drift is a much more powerful analogue than preferential attachment for a range of
collective behaviors. As Kimura and Crow (1964) showed decades ago, the simple
evolutionary model of random drift produces power law frequency distributions. This has
also been demonstrated analytically (Evans 2007) and through computer simulation (Hahn
and Bentley 2003; Bentley et al. 2004). Generally, the more popular a variant is, the more
likely it will be copied again. Unlike a pre-defined rule, this proportionate advantage emerges
from the model, and as a general tendency rather than a fixed behavior. As a result, the
constituents of the resulting power law distribution are in continual flux, in just the way that
Batty (2006) observed, for the model as well as in ranked lists of pop-culture elements in the
real world (Bentley et al. 2007).
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The turnover results from a balance of innovation, which introduces new ideas, and random
drift, by which variation is lost through sampling. New ideas become highly popular by
chance alone, and then over time become replaced by others, all through drift. The randomcopying model predicts turnover will increase with the fraction of innovators in the
population but (somewhat counter-intuitively) not on population size itself. Both these
predictions are reflected in real-world data (Bentley et al. 2007).

Hence, without any pre-defined rules for such effects, random copying can account for (a)
power law distributions and the “rich get richer” effect of the most popular being the most
likely to be copied; (b) continual turnover, with any new variant having a finite (if usually
small) chance of becoming highly popular and very popular variants eventually falling in
popularity; and (c) network dynamics, in that the network is never the same from one time
step to the next. With the simple parameters of population size and fraction of innovators, the
model can thus be used to predict change rates as well as potentially distinguish copying from
other forms of collective behavior.

8.

The units of agency

Because the explanation of what is going on depends critically on the scale of the
observation, the units of variation and evolution are a critical variable in evolutionary studies
applied to human society (O’Brien and Lyman 2002).
Change through time is of course the essence of evolution. Human activity and cultural evolution
occur on different temporal scales, including multi-generational (such as evolving languages,
cultures, built environments, or settlement patterns), inter-generational (such as wealth
inheritance, education, or the migration upon reaching adulthood), monthly/annual (such as many
economic and political processes), daily (e.g. traffic congestion, peak electricity use) and
momentary (e.g. the spread of a rumor, web-based interactions, or human aggression).

The temporal scale very strongly determines the appropriate rules to assign to agents. For
example, particle-like diffusion (random walks) might be appropriate for the spread of migrants
across a continent over multi- or inter-generational time scales (e.g. Ackland et al. 2007), but we
would not use diffusion to model, say, an individual’s deliberate migration to a more desirable
community (Boyd and Richerson 2009). Many data now exist to characterize people's
movements on these different time scales, from historical/census data to mobile phone records.

Evolution also occurs in our second dimension, space, but this does not refer merely to physical
space. Sewall Wright (1932) proposed the concept of fitness landscapes, which Kauffman (1995)
parlayed into agent-based models of “NK” fitness landscapes, where the space was effectively a
medium for interactions. Space may also refer to information, and Daniel Dennett (1996)
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popularized the concept of a “design space” in which evolution operates. Speaking more
specifically of human actions, we can see these taking place in different spatial categories, such
as geographic space (e.g., commuters, migrants); network space (e.g., friendships, hyperlinks,
hierarchical relations, telephone calls); relational space (to represent non-discrete entities that
may overlap); and abstract space, for intractable entities without real-world coordinates (e.g.,
popular ideas in a population).

A third crucial dimension is demography. Human interactions are fundamentally dependent on
the number of actors and their heterogeneity. Basic scales of difference can include the
neurological (where multiple intentions may compete within one mind (Daw et al. 2006; Kable et
al. 2007); the isolated individual, where a 'rational' action is selected in the absence of social
influence (Gintis 2007); the small group (few enough to be known individually (Dunbar and
Shultz 2007; Winterhalder and Smith 2000); and the population, where there are enough people
so that individuals are not recognized (Bentley et al. 2007; Powell et al. 2009, Watts 2002).

In demographic terms, there may even be a crucial ‘tipping point’ in the effect of group size on
aggregate behavior. Robin Dunbar (1993) famously proposed that the number of social relations
our brains have evolved to handle is on the order of about 150. This number is roughly equal to
the typical size of contemporary hunter-gather communities, and so probably reflects the
demands of the social environment in which our ancestors evolved. Above this order of
magnitude group size, a qualitative transition in social dynamics takes place above it (e.g.
Chagnon 1975; The Economist 2009), such that we can expect societies of many people to
behave differently than groups or small communities of a few people.

9.

Discussion and conclusions

The above may seem a formidable and extensive list of ways in which the simple null model
of zero intelligence agents may need to be modified in order to be really useful in the social
sciences, and specifically within anthropology. However, as we noted in the introduction, the
particular modifications will be context dependent. We are essentially setting out a tool kit
from which modelers can select to custom-build their model to address a specific problem.
None of the potential modifications in themselves are placing the model of behavior closer to
that of full rationality rather than that of zero intelligence.

However, it does seem clear that there is much to be gained by making such modifications.
Direct analogies between people and particles (or network nodes) often stray too far from
reality to justify the convenience for the models. This is not to lament that “people are more
complex than particles,” but rather to highlight occasions where humans interactions are
different. Many physicists would rightfully fear that too much detail compromises the
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simplifying utility of a model – like comedian Stephen Wright’s joke about buying an “actual
size” map of the United States.

But the rationale for better collaboration between social physics and anthropology is
compelling. On one hand, physicists may characterize a certain category of collective action,
but use a flawed assumption about the individual human behavior. On the other hand,
anthropologists have such a deep record of individual behavior and its seemingly infinite
variability that understanding collective effects can seem impossible.

Aside from refining the basics of human behavior, collaboration with anthropologists would
also broaden the new paradigm toward applicability across multiple diverse disciplines, with
models based more on real-world human behavior, as opposed to physicists’ own academic
society -- citations, collaborations, etc. (e.g., Redner 1998; Newman 2001; Guimera et al.
2005; Wuchty et al. 2007). Unique insight was achieved, for example, when Watts (2002,
also Dodds et al. 2005) incorporated the essence of classic psychology of conformity
thresholds (Asch 1955) into his network models of information cascades, or when Newman
(2002; Newman and Leicht 2007) invoked the sociological concept of assortative mixing into
his social network models.

In return, culture evolution studies could gain substantially from more detailed collaboration
with physicists, in at least these three ways:

1) A sophisticated means of dealing with complexity and heterogeneity, without resorting
to simplified assumptions of equilibrium or optimality.
2) A view of large scale emergent effects (social physics) through individual-scale
behavior (anthropology)
3) An insight into “tipping points,” or abrupt transitions at the collective level resulting
from nondescript individual interactions

A proper collaboration between social scientists and physicists would use existing social science
data to provide the minimum of behavioral rules necessary to do complexity modeling for real
understanding of community issues and policy. The basic action rules for a model must be
appropriate to the scale and the dynamics of the problem, yet not be too complex, lest the model's
results have little predictive/explanatory meaning.
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